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Dear Sirs,

In 1978 the historical centre of Kraków became one of the first sites inscribed on the 
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage List. This fact confirmed the position of 
Kraków’s heritage in the achievements of humankind and strengthened the brand of the city. 
The growing number of tourists in the historical cities of Europe and throughout the world 
have given rise to the need to manage tourism in a sustainable and effective way, taking 
into account the needs and aspirations of all stakeholders, such as residents, visitors, and 
businesspeople.

That is why in 2018 Kraków initiated the project ‘Historical Cities 3.0’, which is a platform 
for the exchange of knowledge and good practices for representatives of city authorities, 
local entrepreneurs, and residents, fostering the identification of common solutions for city 
management in the area of the tourism economy. The first conference took place in Kraków 
on March 2018, gathering over 200 participants from 19 countries, and was dedicated to 
the relationship between residents and visitors. It reflected on potential tools to improve the 
quality of life in cities whose cultural heritage is a core value. Many of the identified problems 
and phenomena did not find a definitive solution, which confirmed a need to continue the 
dialogue within this project.

On 11 March 2020, we organised the second edition of this international conference, which 
had an additional dimension for us, as Kraków became a member of the Board of Directors of 
the Organization of World Heritage Cities (OWHC), and I personally became its President.

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented completion of this two-day event, and 
further developments highlighted the need for a fresh look at tourism in historical cities and 
the attempt to develop its new model.

In this context, the Kraków City Council adopted the ‘Sustainable Tourism Policy for 
Kraków 2021-2028’, which is a document containing multifaceted recommendations on the 
development of sustainable tourism in our city, taking into consideration the needs of resi-
dents, the tourism industry and visitors. The implementation of the recommendations is to be 
remembered as a joint task of all the above-mentioned stakeholder groups.

I would like to thank all panel participants and attendees, especially for their encourage-
ment for further debates.

I warmly encourage cities to continue their participation in this project.

Jacek Majchrowski
Mayor of the City of Krakow
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Kraków – the heart of Polish tourism
Former capital of Poland and the seat of 

Polish kings, today it is an important European 
metropolis and the country’s most recognisable 
tourist city. Kraków’s Old Town is an exceptional 
treasury of works of art and monuments, repre-
senting almost all architectural styles, from the 
Middle Ages to the present day.

Kraków is also a university city, home to 
23 higher education institutions. It is a place 
of many cultural events, a city connected 
with many talented artists, poets, and writers. 
Among them are also the Nobel Prize winners 
Czesław Miłosz, Wisława Szymborska and Olga 
Tokarczuk.

Kraków, the European Capital of Culture 
2000, received in 2013 the title UNESCO City 
of Literature. During the 15th World Congress 
of the Organization of World Heritage Cit-
ies (OWHC), Kraków became a member of the 
Board of Directors, and its mayor has been 
elected as the President of OWHC.

Almost 100 festivals and other cultural 
events of international renown are held here 
every year. Kraków is also a city of modern mu-
seums, where visitors can personally experience 

history. On the other side of tradition and his-
tory we can place numerous seats of interna-
tional corporations, a kind of basin of creative 
industries, hosting over 42 thousand foreigners 
who have chosen Kraków as their place to work, 
study and live.

Kraków is a city full of heritage, open to in-
novative ideas, and is worth visiting not only for 
its monuments and cultural events. In 2019, in 
recognition of its cultivation of culinary tradi-
tions and the artistry of Kraków’s gastronomic 
professionals, the city has been awarded the 
title ‘European Capital of Gastronomy Culture’.

Kraków’s reputation is built by the awards it 
has received, which include the Meetings Star 
Award 2015 – first place in the Convention 
Centres category for the ICE Congress Centre, 
the prestigious ‘Zoover - The Best European 
City Trip’ award three times as well as the title 
‘Top 10 Large European Cities of the Future – 
Business Friendliness’.

In 2019, the number of visitors to Krakow 
exceeded 14 million, including 3.5 million from 
abroad.

In 2018, Kraków initiated the international 
project ‘Historical Cities 3.0’. The symbol 3.0 used 
in this title stands for the innovative approach to 
city management, entrepreneurship and market-
ing communication in the sphere of the tourism 
economy. It focusses on shared values of local 
community, new ways of thinking about prod-
ucts, markets, and reputation building. With their 
centuries-old heritage and distinctive tourist of-
fer, historical cities strengthen residents’ identities, 
integrate regional economies, and build brands. 
However, the increase in tourist traffic up to 2019 
unleashed a number of challenges, including crea-
tion of sustainable development and quality of life 
concepts. The COVID-19 pandemic has particular-
ly highlighted the need to develop tools for man-
aging the tourism economy. This requires coop-
eration between public administration, residents, 
NGOs, economic authorities, and entrepreneurs, 
in line with a good governance concept, as well as 
mutual understanding between residents and visi-
tors. This context was the basis for the Historical 

Cities 3.0 project, which is aimed primarily at co-
operation and the discussion of problems and ex-
periences as well as of the solutions applied, taking 
into account different circumstances, in historical 
cities. The project is based on cyclical conferences. 
Theme of the first one, ‘Residents and Visitors – in 
Search of Quality and Comfort’, served the consid-
eration of potential tools to improve the quality of 
life in cities where the development of their tourist 
functions is strong and important. The main title 
of second conference was provocatively titled, ‘In 
Search of a Premium Tourist’.

... about the project

HISTORICAL CITIES 3.0
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Her Excellency Leslie Scanlon, Am-
bassador of Canada to Poland. She 
expressed appreciation for the 
unique and avant-garde conference 
and for inviting representatives of 
the Canadian province of Quebec 
from the city of Montréal and the 
Quartier des Spectacles Partner-
ship. She also referred to the need 

to share experiences. The Government of Canada runs 
the Canada Cultural Spaces Fund, dedicated to improv-
ing conditions for the development of arts, heritage, 
culture, and creative innovation, supports renovation 
and construction projects, feasibility studies related to 
cultural spaces or cultural infrastructure projects, in-
cluding 11 so-called Creative Hubs. These Creative 
Hubs provide Canadian creative talent with access to 
shared space, equipment, and other resources to de-
velop the skills they need to thrive and contribute to 
the creative economy, while the cultural offer stimu-
lates tourism. 

Andrzej Gut-Mostowy, the Sec-
retary of State in the Ministry of 
Economic Development. He re-
ferred to the present situation, 
announcing that a support 
package will be prepared for 
tourism entrepreneurs who will 
probably be severely affected 
by the pandemic that has been 

underway. There were important and encouraging 
words about a need for integration of the tourist 
industry, as the chains of sale of tourist services 
are very well-developed.

Robert Andrzejczyk, the Presi-
dent of the Polish Tourism Or-
ganisation. He underlined the 
importance of historical cities in 
building the image of countries. 
Therefore, it is of great signifi-
cance to learn about the issue 
of city tourism management 
models, which were analysed at 

the conference. The Polish Tourism Organisation 
prepares activities supporting tourism in the field 
of marketing.

Anna Korfel Jasińska, Deputy 
Mayor of Kraków for Education, 
Sport and Tourism. While open-
ing the conference, she high-
lighted the special time in which 
it is taking place, posing as yet 
unknown challenges to urban 
tourism. Characterising the 
spectrum of tourism develop-

ment in Kraków, she underlined the usefulness of 
the international exchange of experiences allow-
ing for a comparison of management tools.

SpEECHES by THE guESTS Of HOnOuR 

The conference, originally scheduled for two 
days, was shortened due to preventive measures 
taken across the country to prevent the spread 
of SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Also, several promi-
nent panellists did not come to Kraków due to the 
expanding pandemic. A modification of the pro-
gramme allowed this meeting to be extended by 
one thematic panel, and another panel was held 
remotely, without an audience, and is summarised 
in this booklet. 

The conference consisted of four panels: 

MAnAgIng THE TOuRIST EXpERIEnCE

This panel was devoted to tools for identifying 
the visitor experience and acceptance by locals. 
Participants attempted to define a luxury tourist 
and his/her needs in historical cities and answered 
questions about effective experience and reputa-
tion management. A case study introducing this 
panel dealt with a technique for measuring satis-
faction and acceptance.

THE CITy Of fESTIVALS OR THE fESTI-
VAL CITy?

Do music festivals position cities? Are their 
participants premium tourists? The panellists dis-
cussed whether the brand of a city or a festival is 
more important. They evaluated the economic ef-
fect of music events and their role in building the 
identity of a city. A case study introducing this pan-
el concerned experience of the Montréal Quartier 
des Spectacles Partnership. 

OuTDOOR SpORTIng EVEnTS. WHO 
ARE THEy REALLy fOR?

More and more cities are organising outdoor 
events such as marathons and cycling races. Who 
are they really for? Do they attract a premium tour-
ist? Is the temporary closure of a city space ac-
ceptable to its residents? Does the attractiveness 
of a city matter to participants in sporting events? 
A case study introducing this panel was devoted to 
the Run the Wall race in Dubrovnik.

2nd international conference 
HISTORICAL CITIES 
In Search of a premium Tourist
11th of March 2020
ICE Kraków Congress Centre

COngRESS AT Any COST?

The panellists considered characteristics of his-
torical cities that play a vital role in their choice as 
a host for congresses. Is the brand of the place or 
the event stronger? Should congresses be in line 
with the scientific specialisation of the city? Are 

there limits to the commercialisation of cities’ 
cultural heritage? A case study introducing this 
panel presented strategy of Prague in attracting 
congresses.

The next conference is planned for March 2022.
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Walas Bartłomiej, PhD 
Tourism Department of the Kraków 
City Council

What is a premium tourist and what does 
he want?

In the case of tourism, are we talking about 
a premium tourist or rather about a premium offer? 
This question is extremely important in the context 
of historical cities which, faced with the phenom-
enon of excess tourism, are trying to expand their 
offerings, often going beyond historical heritage or 
the usual standards of simple and popular pack-
ages. The first edition of the Historical Cities 3.0 
Conference dealt with tourism phenomena from 
the point of view of local residents, while now we 
will undertake an analysis of the possibilities and 
conditions of changing the current structure of 
visitors, using, and expanding the resources which 
make such cities attractive.

The fairly common use of the word ‘premium’ 
in trade suggests an additional benefit for the con-
sumer. Indeed, a premium product is usually asso-
ciated with high quality. In tourism we hear about 

premium tourists, premium tourism, premium des-
tinations, and even premium experiences. Which 
of these terms is true? Does this shorthand mean 
a richer and more free-spending tourist, or the op-
portunity to get ‘more for less’? Or is it only about 
unique and exclusive tourism products? The exist-
ing luxury product, including as it is defined in the 
terminology, does not satisfy mass desires. It is ac-
cessible to everyone, but not everyone can reach 
it. In modern tourism the emphasis is on values and 
benefits measured by the consumer experience. 
The rarer they are, the higher the price of an of-
fer can be. What is tourism based on, especially in 
nostalgic historical cities, as they become more and 
more desirable places to visit and at the same time 
face the phenomenon of tourism hypertrophy? This 
goes against the marketing principle that the more 
mass-market a brand is, the more it loses out on 
luxury. So, is there a way out of the trap of too much 
brand recognition and the often resulting price re-
ductions? Perhaps new tourism products need to 
be created for these destinations that are strong 
and distinct enough not to drag the destination 
brand down? Are the experiences that a visitor to 
historic cities can have unique? Do outdoor sports 
events, music and theatre festivals, congresses and 
conferences meet the unique expectations of par-
ticipants? Or perhaps, given the multiplying mo-
tives for tourist arrivals, such a category should be 
defined differently? It is worth noting that only one 
third of respondents in consumer surveys conduct-

ed around the world claim to perceive a product as 
premium because it is expensive. Meanwhile, these 
types of products have an emotional value for the 
consumer, referring primarily to their self-esteem 
and status. The strength of global luxury brands 
lies in the disproportion between the number of 
people who know a brand and those who actually 
can buy it. A trend of commoditisation of expensive 
brands is currently visible – their value in the eyes 
of consumers is decreasing, as their competitive 
advantages are becoming less and less differenti-
ated. Contrary to trendy belief, the perceived value 
of luxury brands does not translate into increased 
demand for them. The premium category is a result 
of marketing strategies that allow a product to be 
branded with a higher price tag. In addition to in-
creasing profits and sales margins, there are three 
other benefits of offering premium-priced prod-

ucts to customers: effective customer outreach, 
elitism/exclusivity, and time saving – ‘made for 
you’. Anyone involved in creating value for a tour-
ist destination should know that it is essential to 
understand the behaviour and preferences of visi-
tors when it comes to organising their trip. The key 
to marketing management of premium products is 
an understanding that product perfection only is 
not enough, because the premium brand must ef-
fectively translate into a level of customer experi-
ence. It is just an experience lived during the trip 
and stay that determines treating the product as 
unique one, allowing to charge a premium price for 
it. Answers to this key question were attempted by 
panellists invited to the conference. 

Prof. Jerzy Hausner
Cracow University of Economics

Tourism and the social time-space of city 
development

The right to the city is primarily based on the 
fact that its development is determined by the 
creative potential of its permanent residents. It 
is they who have a real influence on how the city 
functions. A key issue is the overexploitation of 
cultural heritage resources in historical cities. Ex-
cessive exploitation is when these resources are 
exhausted without adequate restoration and multi-
plication. The economic crux of this problem lies in 
the fact that the exploitation of heritage resources 
in a broad sense (e.g., restaurant gardens on the 
Main Square in Kraków) generates streams of high 
income that are narrowly diverted towards the 
maintenance of these resources. At the same time, 
various economic activities associated with exploi-
tation of heritage resources gradually eradicate 

from the city space those activities that are associ-
ated with the multiplication of heritage resources 
and that marginalise the activity and presence in 
the city centre of those residents who maintain 
and multiply heritage resources. Although exces-
sive tourism is the most important source of this 
problem, it is not the only one. This understand-
ing of the situation leads to a recognition that the 
key issue to solve this problem is the appropriate 
‘instrumentation’ of an institution called in Kraków 
a ‘cultural park’. Presently it is a tool mainly used 
to take care of city centres’ sustainable aesthetics. 
This is definitely not enough. Establishing a ‘cul-
tural park’ in a given territory should be associated 
with adoption of a local plan defining which types 
of activity are allowed and which are excluded in 
this area, together with a definition of what duties 
and obligations fall on the owners of facilities and 
persons conducting activities in this area. City au-
thorities could also impose additional local taxes 
related to activities conducted in the ‘cultural park’ 
area. Income would go into a special fund intended 
to stimulate desirable activities in the cultural park 
area, especially those related to the maintenance 
and multiplication of cultural heritage resources.

InTRODuCTORy pRESEnTATIOnS
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SCOPE OF THE PANEL IN qUESTIONS

 How to manage a place’s reputation and 
‘experience’?

 How to effectively identify the experiences of 
visitors and residents? 

 Visitor journey map and Doxey’s Irritation Index

 Luxury tourist vs. mass tourist?

 Designing a landscape of urban experiences – 
urban formats

 Creating urban events based on staged 
experiences

 ICT and big data in managing tourist and resi-
dent experience

Discussion focussed on factors and tools for 
measuring and methods for shaping the experi-
ences of visitors to historical cities. It was also im-
portant to determine how premium experiences 
should be understood today and how to define the 
profile of a tourist oriented towards such experi-
ences. In a time of dynamic IT changes, called Econ-
omy 4.0, place marketing and methods of shaping 
decisions and experiences of urban tourists are 
no longer a sphere of competition for ideas, con-
cepts, and thoughts. They have become a domain 
of mathematics, driven by knowledge extracted 

from algorithms that link individual information left 
by tourists during their stay in the digital spaces of 
cities and the information systems of tourism serv-
ice providers with large global datasets. Tourism is 
entering a phase of widespread personalisation of 
experiences and cross-selling, previously known 
from the reality of social media, and the consump-
tion of music or film productions. We are witness-
ing the development of hybrid business models in 
which roles of supplier and consumer are blurring 
as the universal role of a virtual platform user is 
becoming more and more important. Services of 
traditional suppliers and travel intermediaries are 
evolving into one-click applications on phones to 
shorten the growing distance to existing and po-
tential customers.

Case study: Visitors’ and residents’ ex-
perience and satisfaction: what can city 
DMOs learn from data?

Experiences of staying in a city are becoming 
a decisive factor for the success of cities in the 
tourism market. Olivier Henry-Biabaud, present-
ing results from a study conducted on the Euro-
pean market, showed that recommendations from 
friends and family influence destination choice one 
and a half times more effectively than online infor-
mation provided by Destination Management Or-

MOdERATOR

Piotr Zmyślony, PhD
Poznań University of Economics

Case study: Visitors’ and residents’ experience 
and satisfaction: what can city dMOs learn 
from data?

Olivier Henry-Biabaud
President of TCI Research, Brussels

 PANELLISTS

Vladimir Beroun 
Public Policy Manager, Airbnb, Central and Eastern 
Europe Division, Berlin

Olivier Henry-Biabaud
– President of TCI Research, Brussels 

Jeremy Cooker
Vice President of Marketing and Special Projects, New 
Orleans & Company, New Orleans 

Adam Mikołajczyk
President of Best Place – European Place Marketing 
Institute, Warszawa 

Bartłomiej Walas, PhD
Coordinator of Strategic Projects, Tourism Department, 
Kraków City Council 

Piotr Zmyślony, PhD
Poznań University of Economics

pAnEL I
MAnAgIng THE TOuRIST EXpERIEnCE
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the Lithuanian Tourism Organisation or Visit Britain 
to promote flats and apartments outside city cen-
tres and thus distribute tourism beyond the busiest 
areas, as well as providing tourists with memorable 
experiences beyond the main tourist attractions. 
According to Bartłomiej Walas, we cannot speak 
about a crisis of DMOs, but about their declining 
competence regarding the use of available analyti-
cal and marketing tools. He also doubts whether 
DMOs are the right entities to manage datasets. 
Their task should be primarily to provide entrepre-
neurs with results of market analyses in such a form 
that they are useful for decision-makers in the 
process of shaping their tourism offer. This change 
should be supported by clear division of tasks and 
competences in the system of tourism organisation 
and management at all levels. An expert pointed 
out the challenge behind co-opetition in the field 
of information and data, which is related to the dif-
ficulty for DMOs to determine the boundary be-
tween such a range of data that should be available 
to all stakeholders and one that should constitute 
an individual resource of each enterprise, building 
its competitive advantage. Connecting remotely 
from New Orleans, Jeremy Cooker highlighted the 
need for DMO staff to be more creative in order to 
use limited marketing budgets effectively. He em-
phasised that New Orleans and Company’s strate-
gy is to change its social media communications to 
ensure that visitors can act as ambassadors of the 
city. Research conducted in the city has shown that 
62% of visitors are repeat visitors who are eager 
to share the experience of their stay. DMOs there-
fore aim to inspire them by providing pretexts and 
materials to build stories. DMOs should find new 
partners operating outside the traditional tourism 
or media sphere. An example can be the partner-
ship with Spotify which resulted in the creation of 
a list called ‘offline playlist’ featuring music genres 
and artists related to New Orleans. Promotion of 
this list in social media included inviting selected 
listeners to visit New Orleans to hear the songs live 
and then to share their experiences.

Olivier Henry-Biabaud agreed with the thesis of 
a crisis in DMOs’ role, adding that the problem is 
no longer a lack of tourism data, but how DMOs 
can use it to step into their new role. The biggest 
challenge is becoming cognisant of what data to 
capture and when, as well as how to process it, and 
how to share it to make it useful to a wide range 
of stakeholders. Thinking about functionality of 
processed data for partners operating in the city 

is a new task for DMOs. Today, no organisation 
has sufficient resources and competences to con-
duct adequate market research in-house, collect 
a sufficient range of information from its own city, 
then process it properly and deliver to interested 
partners. DMOs should gain knowledge on how 
to combine the many data capture opportunities 
available. It is therefore necessary to reorganise 
the work of teams operating in DMOs, avoiding 
the hiring of data analysts and of working over-
time. Instead, it is essential to find data providers 
who understand tourism, and to build partnership 
networks with other DMOs to create joint procure-
ment and comparable data resources. Close col-
laboration between DMOs and companies as well 
as other stakeholders in the city is also important. 
Adam Mikołajczyk pointed to a need for training 
tourism service providers in the analysis and inter-
pretation of the results of multi-source research, 
because this is an area that has become the big-
gest problem of tourism management in cities. The 
second challenge is an ability to consolidate data 
sources, and quantitative and qualitative research 
methods in order to reduce their bias. The com-
monly used questionnaire surveys, although essen-
tial to know tourists’ intentions and aims, are today 
too imperfect and primitive in the study of their 
activity and satisfaction to rely on them alone. Jer-
emy Cooker gave an example of cooperation with 
Arrivalist, a company researching buyer behaviour 
based on geolocation data. Using electronic media 
tagging, it is possible to gain knowledge of where, 
when and what marketing content generated by 
DMOs has been experienced by potential buyers, 
and therefore which promotional activities, media 
types and social media platforms are most effective 
and drive visits. With such tools it is also possible 
to gain knowledge of where tourists stay and what 
they do during it. Adam Mikołajczyk also raised the 
necessity of applying a new conceptual approach in 
tourism marketing of cities. An example is the con-
cept of the Emotional Selling Proposition, based on 
which the Strategic Programme for the Promotion 
of the City of Kraków for 2016-2020 has been cre-
ated. By applying it, it has been discovered that in 
Kraków visitors can find a unique perspective of 
feeling the world, a wider and deeper view, which 
gives them the freedom to create and discover. An-
other concept is Robert Govers’ idea of imagina-
tive communities, which is about building creative 
global initiatives based on the unique attributes of 
local communities.

ganisations (DMOs), and five times more effective-
ly than traditional advertising. Furthermore, never 
before has visitor satisfaction been so strongly de-
pendent on the attitudes of locals towards tourists. 
Their hospitality is the most influential factor, val-
ued by visitors above the sense of security and the 
commercial elements of an urban tourism prod-
ucts: accommodation, local gastronomy, architec-
ture, nightlife, or cultural offerings. Residents and 
local micro-entrepreneurs have become leading 
co-creators of city tourism experiences. Discussing 
an example of Copenhagen, Olivier Henry-Biabaud 
pointed out the need to collect data not only on the 
strengths of cities’ tourism offer, but also on their 
deficits, and to relate key indicators to competitors’ 
performance. In addition, it is important to make 
in-depth measurements, e.g., of the price/value ra-
tio, or the types of nuisances caused by tourism 
development and experienced by residents. An ex-
ample of research in Scotland highlighted the need 
for constant monitoring of ratings and comments 
made by tourists on social media applications, and 
how these can be used to create quality indicators. 
An Aruba example illustrated how location data 
from mobile phone networks can be combined 
with social media ratings of catering providers. 
A story about Japanese tourists taking an interest 
in a new museum in Lens, France, provided an in-
sight into how DMOs work with informal ambas-
sadors to create inspiring stories in line with the 
brand of the place and the whole city. It is becom-
ing clear that a range of factors that need to be tak-
en into account when building the tourism brand of 
a historical city and trying to influence the experi-
ence of visitors to that city go far beyond the realm 
of tourism or marketing alone and are constantly 
expanding. Today, DMOs should pay attention to 
issues such as residents’ attitudes towards tour-
ists and other social conflicts in the city, consump-
tion trends, global terrorism, trade relations, the 

refugee crisis or climate change. The dynamics of 
change are staggering, and extreme situations are 
becoming an everyday reality. Suffice it to say that 
the second edition of the conference took place on 
the threshold of the European wave of Covid-19 
coronavirus pandemic, literally on the last day be-
fore the ban on holding gatherings, introduced by 
the Polish government administration, came into 
force. The recent problem of over-tourism was dis-
placed from day to day by extreme under-tourism.

Course of the discussion

 All panellists referred to the thesis formulated 
by Piotr Zmyślony in his introductory speech about 
the crisis of DMOs caused by development of big 
data and digital marketing research methods and 
tools. Taking into account shrinking marketing 
budgets, numerous additional tasks and the grow-
ing power of new market players, the moderator 
asked what role these organisations should play. 
Vladimir Beroun, representing Airbnb, agreed that 
the tasks facing DMOs today are much more de-
manding. Thus, DMOs have lost their exclusivity to 
represent cities, regions, and countries on the tour-
ism market. Today, even an individual host, a mi-
cro-entrepreneur who not only provides accommo-
dation but also creates visitors’ experiences, has 
such opportunities. Local community-driven tour-
ism has become an everyday reality in cities. Hence 
the need for DMOs to work with a much wider 
range of stakeholders, which include peer-to-peer 
platforms, and these need to be better known. This 
shift in approach is being felt by Airbnb, which has 
already established more than five thousand part-
nerships worldwide, including with city DMOs, 
local governments, tourism ministries and supra-
national institutions. In addition to regulatory mo-
tives, these actors are interested in the marketing 
power and impact potential of a platform to change 
tourists’ habits. An example is joint projects with 

panel I 
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Conclusions and recommendations

 The crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic 
proves that the wide range and unprecedent-
ed volatility of factors affecting tourist expe-
rience management requires DMOs to have 
knowledge, skills and competencies that go 
beyond tourism and place marketing. Manag-
ing tourist experience is the constant manage-
ment of change.

 Development of modern research methods and 
techniques as well as the combination of per-
sonalisation with big data requires DMOs to 
acquire new competences in the area of defin-
ing information needs, hybridising sources, and 
types of data, interpreting results, and formulat-
ing conclusions based on them.

 Integrating the tourist experience with positive 
attitudes of local residents towards tourism de-
velopment is a key factor for the success of cit-
ies on the tourism market. The DMO’s task is 
to monitor the attitudes of local residents, and 
to involve them as well as local entrepreneurs in 
the process of managing the tourist experience. 
A new role of DMOs is not only to share results 
of market research and analysis with local stake-
holders interested in tourism development, but 
also to interpret them and, based on them, to 
formulate helpful conclusions.

 Successful DMOs are establishing strategic 
partnerships with entities representing the tech-
nology sector and those operating outside the 
traditionally understood industry.

 In the age of seeking authentic messages, infor-
mation, and informal referrals, it is necessary to 
work closely with local and global ambassadors 
who, by telling their own story, create desired 
links with a city’s image.

 Opposition between mass tourism and premium 
tourism, or luxury tourism, is not a real divid-
ing line between the audiences of the offer of 
historical cities. Consumers are seeking exclu-
sive experiences in relation not to their price or 
a particular brand, but to their uniqueness, local-
ness, limited accessibility, sustainability, a coher-
ent and interesting narrative, strong emotional 
value, cultural experiences, or the fulfilment of 
higher-order needs.

During the discussion, panellists reflected on 
changes in the experience of city tourists. Olivier 
Henry-Biabaud highlighted two trends evident in 
studies of European cities. The first is the rising 
number of aware and responsible visitors who re-
flect on the impact of their own behaviour on the 
local community. The second trend is the growing 
number of so-called ‘ego tourists’ who put them-
selves in the leading role and consume the cities 
they visit as a foundation for their own social me-
dia exposure, without the need to know and un-
derstand the cities in depth. It is ironic that they 
have a large number of followers and observers 
in these media, so they are an important source 
of knowledge and provide others with motivation 
to visit the city. According to the president of TCI 
Research, the most crucial factor in tourist satisfac-
tion is the hospitality of locals, so it is valuable to 
monitor it. Presently, ‘the day’ before the outbreak 
of the coronavirus pandemic, about 7% of Europe-
an city residents have a negative attitude towards 
tourism, while 30% of them feel no impact of tour-
ism on their place of residence.

Vladimir Beroun compared tourism activity in 
cities to eating, stating that from the DMO’s point 
of view it can be healthy for urban communities as 
well as becoming a consumption of junk products 
such as bachelor parties or cheap alcohol tourism. 
The DMO’s task is to position the city as a ‘healthy’ 
tourism destination, which requires studying not 
only tourist demand, but listening to the voice of 
local communities and hosts, so that the everyday 
needs of residents do not clash with the mass con-
sumption by tourists. The key has become not to 
attract tourists to the city, but to persuade them 
to come again for a longer period of time and to 
choose ‘healthy’ tourist activities, gaining unique 
experiences.

Referring to the theme of the whole confer-
ence, the discussants tried to create a characteri-
sation of premium activities and experiences in 
historical cities. These include:

 a strong cultural orientation, i.e., a desire to learn 
about local culture, exploring the city and get-
ting off the beaten track of the main attractions 
to acquire deeper experiences and contexts, re-
sulting from contact with people and the spirit 
of the city, leading to a willingness to share such 
experiences with friends and colleagues (Jeremy 
Cooker),

 a search for unique, local, emotionally valu-
able offers and events, not necessarily linked to 
a high price or a well-known brand, as well as 
exclusive moments, experiences, and encoun-
ters, e.g., visiting a museum at night, an intimate 
meeting with a well-known local artist, tasting 
local wines and meals, community volunteering 
(Olivier Henry-Biabaud),

 sustainable activities, i.e., longer stays, seeking 
experiences considered ‘healthy’ from the point 
of view of local communities, getting to know 
a ‘taste’ of the city by visiting places offered by 
small entrepreneurs, local galleries, appreciat-
ing the qualities of individual neighbourhoods 
(Vladimir Beroun),

 an orientation towards experienced emotions in 
unique circumstances and scenery, usually avail-
able at a high price (Adam Mikołajczyk),

 a search for services and products of high quality 
and exclusivity, characterised by limited access 
and an interesting narrative consistent with the 
city’s brand (Bartłomiej Walas).
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SCOPE OF THE PANEL IN qUESTIONS

 Positioning of cities in relation to festivals

 Are festival attendees’ premium tourists?

 Building a festival or place brand?

 Music festivals and their economic impact

 Festivals and the identity of historical cities

 Festivals for residents or visitors?

Festivals in historical cities have a special sig-
nificance. They are a natural culmination of centu-
ries-old cyclical traditions or rituals, an expression 
of the aspirations of individual cities, an essential 
element of cultural policy and a driving force for 
their tourism development. Many of the contem-
porary secular festivals still have their deep links 
with religious traditions today, such as the great 
interdisciplinary Barcelona La Mercè festival last-
ing about 5 days, organised for more than 100 
years in honour of Mare de Deu de la Mercè, pa-
tron saint of the archdiocese of Barcelona. Other 
notable examples are the festival in Saintes-Maries 
de la Mer in the south of France, where exhibitions 
of horses bred for Catalan corridas have been held 
for hundreds of years, and Festival les Pâques ca-
marguaises, a picturesque pilgrimage of the Roma-
ni people to their patron Saint Sarah. An interest-
ing example of a fusion of local and centuries-old 
performance traditions is the Oruro Carnival in Bo-
livia, a parade in which elements of pre-Columbian 
Indian beliefs have survived. Many of festivals are 
listed by UNESCO, including the aforementioned 
Oruro Carnival, Ommegang of Brussels, Argungu in 
Nigeria, Fichee-Chambalaalla, and the Gióng Fes-
tival at the Phù Ðông and Sóc temples in Vietnam. 
Regardless of the meaning attributed by the local 
community to such events, they electrify travellers. 
A good example of this is The Gnaoua World Music 
Festival in Essaouira, Morocco, or the famous Car-
nival in Rio de Janeiro. It is no different in Salzburg 
or Edinburgh – famous festival cities where, during 
the festivals, local residents temporarily vacate in 
order to rent their flats and apartments to culture-
hungry music lovers from all over the world.

All of these examples of festivals reach deep 
into the cultural heritage of cities; they become 
specific platforms where the community of the city 
meets visitors, where the community of residents 
is reconstructed, where the sense of localness is 
emphasised as a resource especially valuable for 
tourism looking for original events in a globalising 
world. Festivals are also an opportunity for smaller 
tourist destinations to retain visitors for longer. 
A good example is a carnival in Rio de Janeiro, 
which has two versions: a natural, spontaneous 
one held for locals, and a tourist version of a col-
ourful samba carnival known from promotional 
brochures, tailored to the needs of wealthy tour-
ists, held at sambodromes, specially built arenas. 
Similarly, in Salvador de Bahia, a UNESCO-listed 
city – on streets of historical districts and in the 
harbour, on auditoriums built for this occasion –
all-night shows of dance schools are held. For the 
richer tourists, high, sometimes several-storey are-
nas are built with all catering and sanitary facilities. 
These are almost temporary cities with all possi-
ble amenities, often with air conditioning, plants 
in pots, bars. There is no shortage of takers, with 
tickets ranging from $300 to $5,000. In addition to 
festivals strongly rooted in local traditions, cultural 
contexts and within the space of historical cities, 
equally important are contemporary festivals, or-
ganised both inside historical cities (e.g., the tra-
dition of Nuit Blanches or Fête de la Musique), in 
which the city is filled with digital arts and sponta-
neous music (in Kraków, the Wianki Music Festival 
refers to this type of events), or in close proxim-
ity to cities, in festival camps, parks or campuses 
organised for this occasion (e.g., the Pol’and’Rock 
Festival formerly known as the Woodstock Festi-
val, Opener or Kraków Live Festival). 

Study on the power and economic im-
pact of festivals

The dynamic growth of the number of festivals 
in recent years has become an opportunity to dis-
cuss their role in local development and their influ-
ence on the quality of life of locals, as well as to ask 
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in Rome. Others include opera spectacles and 
concerts in old Roman theatres (Verona, Orange, 
Taormina, Athens, Arles, Rome), in the courtyards 
of palaces and monasteries (Avignon, Aix-en-Pro-
vence), or mass events in historical town squares 
(Siena, Arequipa, Quito, Mexico City, Barcelona, 
Madrid, Kraków). Cities often promote themselves 
by showing a connection between historical spac-
es and contemporary creativity, or the vibrancy of 
festival emotions. Festivals also play a huge role 
in regeneration of cities, abandoned, neglected 
spaces, post-factory buildings (Zollverein mine in 
Essen), historical parks (Adelaide, London, Sydney), 
port districts (Genoa, Marseille, Porto, Naples), 
working-class neighbourhoods (Nowa Huta, Os-
trava, Katowice, Milan, Arles), fortified towns (Car-
cassone, Aigues-Mortes, Baku, Dubrovnik), palaces 
and castles (Avignon, Versailles, Schonbrunn, Split), 
as well as contemporary sites such as the phenom-
enon of the discovery of the Forum Hotel by the 
Unsound Kraków Festival. 

Quartier des Spectacles in Montréal

An example of such festival districts is the case 
presented by Pierre Fortin, who described his ex-
perience in managing one of the world’s most in-

teresting public-private ventures created in the 
context of a historical city, namely the Quartier 
des Spectacles Partnership in Montréal. In 2001, 
representatives of the cultural sector met to con-
sider proposals for revitalising Montréal’s cultural 
scene. The result of this debate was an idea for 
a neighbourhood that positioned culture as a key 
tool for development of Montréal and provided 
for a series of investments both in the urban space 
and in the festivals sector. A plan was to revitalise 
the former ‘Red-Light District’, which dates back 
to the 19th century. On a neglected and degraded 
area of 1 square kilometre, plans were made for 
a Quartier des Spectacles to be located in the im-
mediate vicinity of the historical old town, next to 
the so-called business and international districts. 
A year later, the Quartier des spectacles Partner-
ship (QDS) was founded with 20 stakeholders. This 
vision was supported by the provincial government 
of Quebec and the central government of Canada, 
supporting the financing of the project. Visionaries 
designing the area’s new functions made extensive 
reference to the history of important neighbour-
hood cultural facilities, including the Bibliothèque 
Saint-Sulpice, Collège Sainte-Marie, the Gesù the-
atre, the neighbourhood’s first cultural institution, 
as well as subsequent theatres, the Monument-Na-
tional, the Gayety Theatre, the Théâtre Saint-Denis, 

about the limits of using the potential of heritage 
for tourism development. Although in Poland there 
is still too little cross-sectoral research indicating 
an economic impact of festivals, there is a growing 
awareness of their importance for development of 
related industries. Among local studies it is worth 
pointing out the research project: ‘Kraków Music 
Festivals and the City’s Creative and Economic Po-
tential’, analysing in detail the impact of Kraków’s 
music sector on the city’s socio-economic develop-
ment. Analysis of the creative potential has been 
conducted based on the Creative City Index tool, 
designed by the well-known urban researcher 
Charles Landry. This research shows, among other 
things, that Kraków uses its cultural heritage in 
a remarkably interesting way to emphasise the val-
ue of public spaces. Apart from the positive pub-
lic perception, festivals also generate a significant 
economic impact. For all 4 surveyed events the 
economic impact in Kraków amounted to 19.9 mil-
lion PLN, and for Poland as a whole to 28.4 million 
PLN. Each PLN invested in festivals brings Kraków 
an indirect effect of PLN 5 to the city’s economy. 
However, the research showed that international 
recognition of these events is low, that they are lo-
cally embedded and that the development poten-
tial, which has been defined as much higher, is not 
fully exploited.

So far Kraków’s festivals have not sufficiently 
developed its ability to influence the tourist market 
internationally; moreover, the tourist industry (with 
few exceptions) has made little use of opportuni-
ties offered by the city’s festival policy. The result 
was a fragmentation of festivals. One important 
demand for the future development of Krakow’s 
festival sector is therefore an integration of activi-
ties between the individual festivals of a city and 

between the festival sector seen en bloc and the 
tourism sector, as well as a strategic recognition 
of which festivals are a driving force for the city’s 
development, and which serve to nurture micro-
communities on a neighbourhood or local level.

It is worth adding that currently in Poland the 
majority of decision makers and organisers focus 
mainly on the economic benefits of festivals. These 
values are cited as an argument for organising fes-
tivals; they are attributed a significant power in 
creating jobs, building the tourist attractiveness of 
cities, and fostering innovation. Meanwhile, less 
attention is paid to intangible values which relate 
to the quality of life, social aspects, and the revi-
talisation of historical cities. Therefore, in the con-
text of the conference it was important to show 
the impact of various effects of festival policy on 
development of historical cities, in their diversity 
and specificity. During this panel, the most impor-
tant aspect of a discussion was the relationship be-
tween variables of a dynamic field of values: herit-
age of historical cities – antique spaces of historical 
cities – major events – mass tourism and premium 
tourism – relationship between residents – visi-
tors/festivalgoers, and finally the politics of cities.

festivals and spaces of historical cities

Certainly, festivals and cultural events are one 
of the most common ways of making new creative 
use of space. Examples are numerous, for exam-
ple, light and sound shows in historical facilities: 
the Pyramids of Giza lit up with colours, fireworks 
over Edinburgh Castle during the Edinburgh Mili-
tary Tattoo parade, and concerts of opera stars 
organised in the Colosseum or Terme di Caracalla 
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festivals in port cities

In Europe, port cities are experiencing a phase 
of questioning their structure and function: after 
a period of detachment of port spaces from their 
historical centres, many cities are investing in the 
revitalisation of these areas, the upgrading of in-
frastructure and the reclamation of abandoned 
wastelands. Festivals allow a redefinition of spac-
es hitherto separated from cities, they allow the 
boundary between city and the environment of 
the port space on the seafront to be shifted, al-
most without creating any divisions between city 
and the port. An industrial and commercial port 
is being used by creative and cultural forces, and 
new attractive spaces are being created for tour-
ism and for residents. One of the most famous ex-
amples is the Venice Biennale of contemporary art, 
also held on the site of the historic Arsenale docks 
and shipyard. Similarly, Baltimore and Barcelona 
are trying to make use of their harbour buildings, 
having redesigned their waterfronts for new urban 
functions. These interesting spaces are enlivened 
by festivals, as is the case with HafenCity in Ham-
burg, the Clyde Waterfront in Glasgow, and the 
Porto Antico in Genoa mentioned by Cesare Torre. 
A tendency to create festivals as a tool to build the 
attractiveness of abandoned port spaces and raise 
their value is perfectly illustrated by the Genoa ex-

ample. Since 2013, the Muvita Foundation, which 
at that time managed harbour area of the city’s 
lighthouse on behalf of the Province of Genoa, has 
been involved in the project ‘Ports and Identities 
– Porti’ (Programma Operativo Italia-Francia Marit-
timo 2007-2013). Within this project, it is planned 
to develop the series of activities aimed at giving 
value to the city-port relationship and integrating 
urban spaces adjacent to a port. Among these ac-
tivities, the creation of a prototype ‘port festival’ is 
foreseen. 

Cities of festivals vs. festival cities 

Cities treating festivals as an unnecessary ad-
dition to cultural policy and not seeing in them 
a strategic developmental role were referred to in 
this panel as ‘cities of festivals’. By this we mean 
cities which have festivals, but they are dispersed 
unevenly throughout the year. Festivals in such cit-
ies are an addition to a city’s cultural policy and are 
not strategic in character. They are often organised 
on a local community basis or, on the contrary, such 
cities often import ready-made formats of events, 
which take place on a one-off basis, often drain-
ing the budgets of local governments and are not 
connected to the cities in a long-term perspective. 
Such cities create more and more new festivals 

and the Imperial Cinema. They also referred to the 
cabaret tradition of this place, which had attracted 
entertainment-hungry Canadians and especially 
Americans since the 1920s. The City of Montréal 
has made the Quartier des Spectacles (QDS) a pri-
ority in its development policy. New public spaces 
(Place des Festivals, Parterre, Promenade des Ar-
tistes) and many private and public construction 
projects, including several of a cultural nature, have 
been created around the Place des Arts.

The task of QDS partnership was not so much to 
create a neighbourhood from scratch but, through 
a policy of investment in culture and festivals, to 
reinvent this space, redefine it, highlight its cul-
tural qualities and equip it with the infrastructure 
to host large and interdisciplinary events, including 
outdoor ones. Pierre Fortin presented all stages of 
the creation of this important cultural, social, and 
urban project and how Montréal’s nearly 200 fes-
tivals are using this space in harmony on a particu-
larly interesting business basis. Non-profit festivals 
use this space free of charge. Restaurants, shops, 
and cultural institutions in the nearest area make 
a living from the events organised here; commer-
cial festivals pay appropriate fees to the manage-
ment company and the city. To develop this lively 
neighbourhood, the partnership members devel-
oped a coherent vision of a festival city focussed 
on developing important aspects of its function-
ing, such as treating the Quartier des Spectacles 
in a context of other neighbourhoods, in particular 
relieving the historical city space, spilling over tour-
ism to other city districts, treating its heritage as 
a building block for present functions. It was equal-
ly important to profile this part of the city to create 
a social hub for artistic work, innovation, audio-
visual production, or the presentation of cultural 

projects. QDS is today a recognised international 
hotspot for artistic creation and culture, a success-
ful business model combining high-quality public 
space with the offer of events taking place there. 
It is a competitive project, aimed at attracting tour-
ists hungry for unique experiences, especially from 
the nearby United States, Europe, and Asia. It now 
boasts almost 80 cultural spaces, nearly 2 million 
visitors annually, 40 large-format events and 160 
other festival-like events, and $79 million CAD in 
revenue from event tickets sold. The district’s main 
square is equipped with all media, a stage that 
slides out from under the ground, a special light-
ing system, LED screens, and a system connected 
to a recording studio that allows every concert or 
event to be recorded without the need to build 
a new infrastructure each time. On a daily basis, it 
is a square full of art installations, a space for social 
activity of residents, a place for the realisation of 
new media art, referring to the title of Montréal as 
a UNESCO Creative City in the field of design.

Pierre Fortin’s presentation showed QDS as an 
open and constantly evolving project. In designing 
this ambitious urban concept, the city expressed 
its ambition and vision of development which is 
unparalleled. It was impossible not to relate it to 
the context of Kraków, which has recently bought 
an area of the historical district of university hospi-
tals on Kopernika Street (Wesoła neighbourhood), 
a space that demands a similar look: in the context 
of a historical city centre, in finding new creative 
functions, in rethinking the current ecosystem of 
festivals and in finding a space where it is possi-
ble to organise mass events without causing social 
conflicts, as is often the case with historical city 
squares, with the Main Square at the forefront. 
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hospitality, and innovative technology sectors. This 
vision has resulted in one of the most competitive 
business models in the world. The strategic festi-
vals group is operated by the Edinburgh Festivals 
Company represented by Julia Amour. This Com-
pany is funded equally by contributions from the 
festivals’ members, with support from the City and 
Region of Scotland. This model underlines a de-
velopmental role of festivals primarily in relation 
to expansion of the creative sector, tourism, and 
international promotion of the city. The annual 
turnover of all festivals is £40,000,000, while the 
City’s grant is only £4,000,000, so the city con-
tributes 10% of the festivals’ overall budget. The 
biggest revenue (67%) comes from ticket sales and 
services. Of the audiences from 70 countries, al-
most 20% are international attendees, with 30% 
coming from Europe. Edinburgh’s festival policy is 
not without conflicts, as mentioned by Julia Amour. 
One of the critical issues is of course the social re-
sponsibility of festivals and their pro-environmen-
tal policy. An important aspect is the relationship 
between historical spaces and festivals, including, 
among others, overloading of some historical spac-
es, tourism in the historical centre, downgrading 
of services, and tensions around the use of some 
spaces for festivals. For example, the Book Festival 
occupies the Charlotte Gardens for several months, 
making this space unavailable for local residents. 
This causes a number of new conflicts. Edinburgh’s 
festivals have also been confronted with a growing 
accusation of contributing to the negative effects 
of over-concentrated tourism, manifesting itself in 
uncontrolled and unreasonable increases in hotel 
prices and a reduction in the quality of public spac-
es. Edinburgh Festivals conducts ongoing research 
with local universities on the positive and nega-
tive effects of festival development and is in touch 
with each other and with the local political scene 
through a system of representation, the Edinburgh 
Festivals Board of Directors, and the Edinburgh 
Festivals Company. 

Montréal case

Kevin Donnelly pointed out that Montréal, in 
planning a policy for revitalisation and develop-
ment of the Quartiers des Spectacles neighbour-
hood, recognised festivals as a pillar of the city’s 
prosperity and a condition for building its business 
and artistic attractiveness. Montréal has defined 
festivals as a tool not only to build the city’s tourist 
attractiveness but has also linked them to business 
and investment attractiveness. The festivals de-
velopment strategy is accompanied by supporting 
policies, complemented by agencies serving the 
creative economy sector, such as audio-visual com-
panies, creative agencies, recording studios, and 
media arts. Despite a significant citywide budget 
of over $6 billion Canadian dollars being spent on 
culture, the city spends just $10 million on festivals 
themselves. It is quite amazing, in fact, that with an 
average city support of 3-10%, there is a perfectly 
functioning ecosystem of almost 200 festivals, 40 
of which take place in QDS. This is certainly influ-
enced by a range of other sectoral support, as well 
as the principle of sharing city spaces and squares. 
In Montréal, a joint department has been creat-
ed to manage urban spaces for festivals, cultural 
events and audio-visual productions. This proce-
dure has made it possible to concentrate all the 
city’s assets to build a powerful creative economic 
sector while gradually reducing the need for city 
financing. Montréal’s festivals are well-functioning 
businesses. Some of their funding comes also from 
an internationally innovative system of support-
ing festivals by part of revenues from the so-called 
tourist levy. In this way, festivals that contribute 
to the tourist attractiveness of the region receive 
part of their funding from the revenue stream from 
tourism. It is difficult to deny this reasoning its logic. 
The city and regional authorities have consciously 
created a festival policy aimed at attracting audi-
ences primarily from Germany, Mexico, and France, 
but also, and perhaps above all, from nearby New 
York. The overall effort of Montréal’s festival policy 
is to attract international visitors to New York with 
the atmosphere of nearby Montréal - the ‘city of 
European climate’. 

instead of betting on few strategic events which 
would give them leadership in particular field. They 
do not invest in new business models for festivals, 
which are solely dependent on public funds, do 
not build the city brand clearly enough and have 
little influence on the city’s development. Moreo-
ver, ‘cities of festivals’ do not have a coordinat-
ing body for festivals, a development strategy for 
these events or long-term funding guarantees. In 
such cities there are often conflicts over resources, 
broadly understood as financial ones, public, media 
attention, etc., between festivals themselves but 
also with the third sector of the local artistic scene 
and cultural institutions.

The Festival Cities Network, which includes 
Edinburgh, Kraków, Adelaide, Singapore, and Mon-
tréal, is developing the concept of the ‘festival 
city’, understood as the sum of city activities, pro-
grammes and policies aimed at strategic city man-
agement through festivals. These festivals emerge 
from the bottom up, or as a result of the strategic 
idea of city leaders, growing out of local conditions, 
traditions, and specific spaces. Such a consistent 
and coherent strategy allows these cities to build 
a brand of globally-oriented leaders. Festival cit-
ies are cities with a great intensity of festival life 
and a presence in the urban calendar, public space, 
and in cultural attitudes of inhabitants, but also in 
strategic documents and tourism policy. Festivals 
become a medium through which the city is mar-
keted, in business promotion, in attracting talent 
and new city residents, but also in tourism promo-
tion. Festivals arrange themselves into seasons, 
collaborate with each other, conduct joint research 
and develop innovations for the benefit of the city. 
Together with the tourism industry, they position 
audience segments, packaging the festival experi-

ence with a complete range of services. But equally 
important is the transformative power of the city’s 
everyday life at the level of aesthetics, the attitudes 
of its inhabitants, the flexibility of its service sec-
tor as well as the phenomenon of creating urban 
space for the immediate and future development 
of festivals. 

Edinburgh case

Edinburgh is one of the world’s leading festi-
val cities. It positions itself as the World’s Leading 
Festival City, indicating its role among those global 
metropolises that have based their growth and rec-
ognition on festivals. Edinburgh prides itself on at-
tracting talent of all arts from more than a third of 
the world’s countries, that already in 1947 it con-
ceived for itself a great project of reconstruction 
through the arts (Edinburgh International Festival, 
Edinburgh Festival Fringe and Edinburgh Interna-
tional Film Festival). It has taken over 70 years for 
Edinburgh to build a strong image as a festival city. 
Although the city has a population of only 500,000, 
it hosts 11 major festivals, each with a separate 
name. Few people realise that under the term Fes-
tival Edinburgh is a collaboration and synergy of 
separate yet amalgamated brands. Today the Festi-
val has over 3,000 events, 25,000 performers and 
an audience of 4.5 million (1.8 million of whom are 
locals) from 70 countries around the world. Edin-
burgh’s strength comes from both strong leader-
ship and a clear strategic vision. The city boasts 
an innovative strategy for developing the festivals 
sector. The ‘Throbbing Hooves’ strategy exposed 
the power of collaboration, of a strategic reach-
ing out to European and Asian markets, a model 
of strategic collaboration with the travel, tourism, 
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as private festivals. For culture Wrocław spends 
about 170 mln. PLN, which is 2.8% of the total city 
budget. Coordination of festivals is a responsibility 
of the Wrocław Department of Culture, but some 
of them are organised, as in Kraków, by a special-
ised Agency of Culture – Strefa Kultury (Culture 
Zone). Its director, Krzysztof Maj, showed how 
great are the achievements of Wrocław in animat-
ing non-central spaces, in particular moving cul-
tural events and festivals to green areas and neigh-
bourhoods, e.g., UNESCO-listed sites. In addition, 
he presented specific events organised in the city’s 
historical heritage spaces, such as film picnics in 
the town’s historical squares. He emphasised that 
tourism in Wrocław is also growing dynamically. 
The ECC title has certainly helped to increase the 
popularity of the city, currently visited by 5.3 mil-
lion tourists, 12% of whom declare that they at-
tend festivals and cyclical events (he estimated this 
number at around 600,000).

In the panel discussion around the issue of cre-
ating festival policies of cities as a tool for devel-
opment, differences in awareness of the power of 
festivals, as expressed by representatives of Edin-
burgh and Montréal, and the insufficient evidence 
of the power of festivals, both on an economic and 
social level, in Poland’s major festival cities were 
highlighted. Kraków spends the same percentage 
on festivals but has not achieved as much in terms 
of the visibility of its brands and the percentage 
of incoming tourists, although the expenditure is 
obvious. Wrocław is starting a way to express its 
brand through festivals, and among the biggest 
challenges is consolidation of the festival environ-
ment. The panellists also discussed their under-
standing of a premium tourist concept. They all 
agreed that such a tourist does not exist, that he 
or she should be sought out as a recipient of the 
offer of different areas of culture: it can be a recipi-
ent of a classical music festival or a fashion week. 
It can be a teenage consumer of electronic music 
as well as a lover of history, but most importantly 
it is a consumer who seeks deep experiences and 
builds lasting loyalty to the city, expressed among 
others in frequent returns, an ability to recommend 

the city to relatives and friends, and to a lesser ex-
tent in the amount of money spent in the city.

Discussion proved that festivals have great 
power in creating the tourism market provided that 
there are mechanisms and tools for communica-
tion, strategic cooperation and intersectoral plan-
ning. It was also acknowledged that festivals have 
a huge contribution in expanding and reinterpret-
ing the heritage resources of historical cities, but 
at the same time there is a danger of overexploiting 
these resources. Among the biggest challenges, the 
participants of this debate pointed out minimising 
of conflicts with residents related to the use of 
spaces which are valuable and precious to them, 
as well as the use of festivals in the policy of the 
deglomeration of tourism. Festivals’ involvement 
in the promotion of pro-ecological values and sus-
tainable development policies was also indicated.

Among the non-measurable effects of festivals 
are intangible benefits that do not lend themselves 
to precise and objective quantification. Festivals 
create many important social impacts, and the 
well-being achieved through intangible effects is 
of equally high value. Some values are deferred in 
time. But festival policies are at risk in cities where 
there has been over-investment in promotion 
through major events. In such cities, a powerful 
residents’ anti-festival movement tends to grow. 
As an example, the so-called Barcelona effect was 
cited– the organisation of the Olympics, where the 
construction of infrastructure forced investments, 
changes in lifestyles, but also price increases, gen-
trification, social conflicts, and the relocation of 
residents to quieter neighbourhoods. Kevin Don-
nelly pointed out an impact of the festival quarter 
on the increase of housing prices in the neighbour-
hood, but also the fact, difficult to manage in an 
era of terrorism and other threats to mass events, 
of the influx of tourists during events (crowding), 
of the number of visitors disruptive to residents, 
of the loss of ‘privacy’ of residents. Edinburgh has 
defined itself as the world’s leading festival city. 
Adelaide positions itself as the city of the Best Fes-
tival Experience. Kraków constantly lists its most 
important festivals but does not have its own word 

The case of Kraków 

Kraków today hosts nearly 100 festivals of vari-
ous scales. The shortest last 2-3 days, the long-
est almost 2 months, and it is hard to negotiate 
this mass of events. Until now, the city has used 
the tactic of adding to and extending the festival 
season. This has been facilitated by new cultural 
infrastructure and the continuous growth in the 
number of students (now 250,000 per year), de-
velopment of the corporate sector (which employs 
around 80,000 young professionals) and rapid 
growth in tourism (14 million visitors). Initially, the 
city invested in festivals as a tool for image pro-
motion of the city and for attracting tourists. Such 
thinking was also influenced by the tourism indus-
try itself, which demanded that the city create new 
events. After the first research showing the actual 
structure of the audience, it was noticed that the 
majority of them were inhabitants of Kraków and 
the region. Therefore, festivals began to be treated 
as a valuable tool for building social capital as well 
as supporting particular sectors of culture and cre-
ativity. Kraków has a long tradition of organising 
festival-like events, celebrating city festivals and 
local traditions. The city’s oldest festivals are now 
nearly 60 years old. Many of the new generation 
festivals, organised according to the latest manage-
ment knowledge, were established between 2004 
and 2009 and are now strong brands with increas-
ing international significance. Over the past 10 
years, Kraków has emerged as one of the world’s 
leaders in organising a variety of multi-faceted, in-
ternational festivals with a total audience of nearly 
2,000,000. About 20 festivals have an internation-
al profile and the potential to be recognised, but 
only few are global brands: Conrad, Unsound, FMF, 
Misteria, Kraków Live Festival or Divine Comedy. 

Kraków spends as much on festivals as Edinburgh 
and Montréal, but there are no studies on the eco-
nomic impact. There is a lack of a strategic vision 
for the whole sector, of sufficiently developed co-
operation between festivals, and a sufficient link-
age between festivals and the tourism industry. 
Although Kraków has a specialised agency created 
to organise festivals – the Krakow Festival Office – 
which, by organising or co-organising the city’s 12 
branded festivals, links them to the policy of sup-
porting creative industries or the meetings indus-
try, its potential to coordinate the entire festivals 
sector has not yet been fully exploited. Moreover, 
despite being awarded the title of IFEA World Fes-
tival & Event City 2016 and number of EFFA labels 
awarded by the Festival Cities Association, Kraków 
does not have a similarly strong festival city image 
as Montréal, Edinburgh, or Salzburg. 

Wrocław case

Wrocław is a city similar to Kraków. It is a histor-
ical city and the European Capital of Culture 2016 
(ECC). The big festival of this year consolidated, 
among other things, existing strong brands such as 
New Horizons or Jazz on the Oder. The Wratislavia 
Cantans music festival and the International Crime 
Festival have also a strong position. Wroclaw has 
18 large events with a well-established regional 
and national position, although the total number 
of cyclical festival events lasting several days ap-
proaches one hundred. Wrocław does not conduct 
precise research on the proportion of festivals’ 
financing. Their organisational models are similar 
to other models in Poland. It has festivals organised 
by city cultural institutions, financed using compe-
titions for non-governmental organisations as well 
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to express its festival-ness, although one attempt 
has been made to build a 6 Senses strategy to show 
the spectrum of all the arts the city expresses it-
self with. Wrocław is similar, although both Polish 
cities have established important institutions con-
solidating the interdisciplinary world of festivals. 
Montréal has built an entire festival quarter, and its 
ecosystem is a great business model. In Wroclaw, 
there is a dispute, similar to the one in Kraków, 
about whether the city should invest so much in 
festivals. An answer to all these challenges is for 
the festival community to work together as part of 

a larger development vision. Festivals are not only 
cultural and heritage phenomena, but should be 
considered as flywheels for the economy, cultural 
tourism development, social development, urban 
regeneration, technological progress, and innova-
tion. They certainly also have a massive impact on 
the branding of cities, on development of the local 
artistic and professional scene (especially the crea-
tive industry), on cities’ functions and on their met-
ropolitan development. 
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SCOPE OF THE PANEL IN qUESTIONS

 In which part of the historical city to locate 
marathons and cycling races?

 Outdoor events. Problem or benefit?

 Managing an event in a public space.

 Resident and mass outdoor sports event. How to 
communicate?

 Does attractiveness of the city matter to partici-
pants in sporting events?

Introduction

Participants of the discussion were faced with 
a problem that is as difficult as it is interesting and 
has not been considered before: whether, and to 
what extent, a participant of a sports event, both 
passive (a fan) and active (an athlete), is at the same 
time a tourist and a recipient of a premium offer. It 
seems that the basic difficulty of this issue lies in 
defining what a premium experience is/can be for 
a participant in a sporting event. The usual treat-
ment of a product with features of luxury, unique-
ness and prestige must give way in this case to 
values resulting from the very fact of participation 
in an exceptional event. This may be the case, for 
example, with participation in the final of a world 
championship or a race in which previously gained 
ranking points and luck in the draw entitle some-
one to take part (this is the case, for example, in Ul-
tra-Trail du Mont Blanc, or the Karkonosze Winter 
Ultramarathon). In this case, the size of someone’s 
wallet is of secondary importance. So, what is the 
essence of taking care of a participant in a sports 
event? It seems to be in making his/her experi-
ence of participation exceptional and unique at 
every level: the spectacle, its setting, organisation, 
as well as the accompanying offer which the par-
ticipant will enjoy for several days of his/her stay. 
This is because a sporting event, like a cultural one, 

provides emotions far more violent and powerful 
than traditional sightseeing. It is the expectation 
of uniqueness that is strongest. Therefore, for or-
ganisers, the quality ‘bar’ is set higher. All panellists 
therefore focussed on discussing how to provide 
such a unique sport-tourism experience, how to 
reach customers interested in just such an experi-
ence, and what lasting effects can the organisation 
of outdoor sports events have on a city? 

Case study: 
Dubrovnik – Run the Wall

A case study presentation of the Du Motion 
Runners’ Days event, organised during the last 
weekend of April, has been given by Alen Bošković. 
During this two-day event, several runs take place 
in Dubrovnik, with a total of more than 10,000 par-
ticipants. In addition to the largest event, a half-
marathon, attention is focussed on Run the Wall, 
a run around the defensive walls of the Old Town. 
Its length is only 2.5 km, of which 1.94 km are 
run on the walls. Competitors set off at intervals, 
which is the only way the race can be held safe-
ly. On the narrow, slippery route there are 1080 
stairs to overcome. Due to the limited number of 
participants (100 people) and the unusual experi-
ence of starting on a path that is normally inacces-
sible (because it is visited by crowds of tourists), 
Run the Wall seems to be a perfect example of 
a premium running product. It combines a unique 
sporting experience with the extraordinary his-
toric scenery of the city. Alen Bošković has also 
taken into account the broad background of Du-
brovnik’s tourist everyday life, struggling with the 
phenomenon of over-tourism (4 million overnight 
stays given to tourists every year, with a popula-
tion of only 30,000 permanent residents) and the 
tools used to reduce it (a limit on the number of 
daily visitors to the Old Town and the number of 
cruise ships arriving in the port, an app indicating 
free parking spaces). In this situation Du Motion 
Runners’ Days can be seen as one of the measures 
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erately avoid the dates on which it takes place (this 
was the case in Portugal during EURO 2004), resi-
dents also leave such destinations, fearing a de-
crease in the comfort of life (concerns about traf-
fic congestion, communication problems and fear 
for safety, as well as more long-term effects – e.g., 
a change in the character of a place).

Szymon Gatlik pointed out that this phenom-
enon is also known in Kraków, albeit for an event 
of a completely different nature, namely the World 
Youth Day 2016. The push-out effect causes the 
economy to lose money that would have been 
spent by residents and would-be visitors. This 
makes the estimation of benefits caused by the 
tourist flow inconclusive. Therefore, when decid-
ing to host such an event, organisers, local and 
national authorities should conduct analyses from 
a more strategic perspective and on a case-by-case 
basis, especially since most of the costs, including 
above all the construction of sports facilities for 
mega-events, are publicly funded. In addition, for 
many events, the actual costs of building the ven-
ues very significantly exceeded the costs estimated 
when the decision to organise such event had been 
made. In case of mass events –running, skiing, Nor-
dic walking, or fitness formations –although they 
usually do not require such big investments, a simi-
lar strategic approach is required. Building associa-
tions and perceptions of the city also takes place 
through events, which include mass events, so 
the decision to organise them should be consist-
ent with the city’s development strategy. Creating 
policies for sport and local development through 
sport is therefore becoming a particularly essential 
element in the overall development strategy of cit-
ies and regions.

Runner profiles and starting motivations

The number of running events is huge nowa-
days. What guides athletes when choosing places 
where they will run in a given season? Does the 
attractiveness of a tourist destination play any role 
here? This question has been answered by Łukasz 
Panfil, a marathon runner and today also an organ-
iser of running events and a sports commentator. 
The profile of a runner at the threshold of the 21st 
century’s third decade is truly diverse. However, 
runners can be divided, more or less in half, into 
two groups:

 Ambitious amateurs, for whom the most impor-
tant thing is running itself. This is what drives 
them to participate in running events,

 Lifestyle runners, who take part in mass compe-
titions occasionally without a specific sporting 
goal. For this group, the reason may be to have 
a new experience, to show off on social media, to 
win an attractive medal, etc.

Over the past two decades, running has changed 
with the growing popularity of this form of physi-
cal activity and, above all, an emergence of the term 
‘running market’. This ‘market’, awkwardly fledgling 
in the first years of the 21st century, has grown along 
with the number of runners and events appearing in 
the annual calendar. Analysing the number of run-
ners based on an example of the most dynamically 
developing distance, the half-marathon, we can ob-
serve at what pace the number of its participants 
has been growing. In 2010, the biggest half-mara-
thon in Poland had 3.5 thousand participants, and 
the last one on the ‘top 10’ list just over 500 par-
ticipants. Today, the largest one has 12.5 thousand 
runners, and the 10th largest has exactly the same 
number as the leader 10 years ago – 3.5 thousand. 
It is estimated that there are about 2.5 million peo-
ple running in Poland, who have at their disposal 
about 4500 running events a year. For organisers 
of new events, or those whose value has decreased, 
attracting runners is an extremely challenging task 

to meet the challenges of contemporary mass tour-
ism: the event takes place in the low season and 
attracts tourists to the city who – compared to the 
average – are wealthier and stay longer, and gener-
ates a social movement of thousands of volunteers. 
This increases acceptance of the local community 
and emphasises benefits for the city, in contrast to 
those of mass tourism, which have an economic ef-
fect but are also associated with negative phenom-
ena of exploitation of the urban space by visitors. 
Alen Bošković supported this thesis with statistical 
data. 85% of participants are from abroad and 87% 
of all runners come to Dubrovnik accompanied by 
at least 1 other person. Runners stay in the city 4-5 
days (4.25 days on average) and spend close to 200 
Euros per day. Revenues of the city from organisa-
tion of this event (accommodation, catering, trans-
port, shopping, culture) is estimated at 2.13 million 
euro. It is worth noting that the costs of organising 
this event are much lower and amount to approx. 
EUR 300 thousand. Du Motion Runners’ Days is 
therefore a rare example of a mass running event 
bringing pure profit to the city.

Tourism and tourists vs. planning and 
organisation of sports events

During the panel discussion, Jolanta Żyśko 
(online) sought answers to the following ques-
tions: do sport management institutions, authors 
of sport development strategies and policies, and 
sport event organisers perceive their participants 
(mainly amateur athletes and fans) as tourists and 
do they try to connect sport events with a tour-
ist component (sightseeing offers, accommodation 

packages, etc.)? In her view, the very concept of 
a sporting event, referring to both competitive and 
mass sporting events, is very heterogeneous and 
results in the way this issue is perceived. We are 
therefore dealing with very many and truly diverse 
events and different stakeholders in the process 
of organising them. An answer to this question is 
therefore not clear-cut, nor is the economic effect 
of sporting events on local economies. For exam-
ple, the last Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro (as 
reported by Forbes in August 2016) welcomed 
1.17 million tourists during the 17 days of this 
event, who collectively spent around €2 billion. 
The tourism industry benefited the most, as hotel 
occupancy was 94% during this period and 95% of 
tourists declared they will visit the city again. At 
the same time, however, the costs of organising 
the Olympic Games exceeded the original budget 
by 43 percent.

Research by economists (Preuss, Andreff, Za-
wadzki) indicates that sports tourism has become 
an important element of the tourism sector, affect-
ing the growth rates of this industry. This manifests 
itself primarily in the influx of tourists to the place 
hosting the event, resulting in an additional amount 
of money left by visitors, which is often referred to 
as the primary (or direct) effect. In addition, we can 
observe the so-called induced (or indirect) effect 
resulting from the re-use of money left by tourists 
and revenue from facilities, not only sports, but also 
accompanying infrastructure, which were built for 
the event. However, attention should also be paid 
to unfavourable phenomena, such as the push-out 
effect. If a sports event takes place, for example, in 
a holiday tourist destination, regular tourists delib-
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places as metropolises (Prague, Naples) and smaller 
historical cities such as Karlove Vary and Olomouc. 
In total, more than 125,000 runners take part in all 
of them. She stressed the need for close coopera-
tion with local authorities in order to plan an at-
tractive event, but above all adapted to the assets 
and realities of a particular location. As an example, 
she gave the Italian race Sorrento Positano, whose 
routes (27 and 54 km) run along the beautiful 
Amalfi Coast. At the other extreme was the half-
marathon in Ústí nad Labem, where the presence 
of a large chemical factory had to be taken into ac-
count. RunCzech decided to run the race through 
the factory, turning a potential problem into an as-
set of the run, and thus building its uniqueness.

If a race is organised by a city unit, it performs 
a dual role: that of an institution which must en-
sure the comfort of the competitors and the ap-
propriate display of advertising for sponsors, but 
also that of a guardian of the city’s image and the 
comfort of its residents. This is exactly the case in 
Kraków, where the Sports Infrastructure Manage-
ment Board organises the Cracovia Marathon, the 
Royal Half Marathon and the Three Mounds’ Run, 
as mentioned (by correspondence) by the Direc-
tor of Sports Infrastructure Management Board of 
Kraków, Krzysztof Kowal.

Sports event as a tourism product

An interesting thread in the discussion was pre-
sented by Diana Rybachenko, mentioning SuperH-
alfs, a product of five half-marathons in attractive 
destinations (Lisbon, Prague, Cardiff, Kopehaga, 
Valencia) that are ‘sold’ as one product. Run-
ners can find all details on the dedicated website: 
www.superhalfs.com. There are also travel offers 
and additional bonuses, such as a virtual ‘runner’s 
passport’ or a common medal that can be assem-
bled from five parts by finishing in all competitions. 
The project supports the internalisation of all five 
events, also provides increased (x5) promotional 

exposure for the runs and can be an attractive and 
unique product in its own right.

Sports event and residents

All participants of the discussion stressed that 
there is in fact only one way to build acceptance 
of a sports event among city residents. It is their 
active involvement in the event, either through the 
offer of accompanying events or even an invita-
tion to co-create the competition, usually by way 
of volunteering. The range of accompanying runs is 
therefore extensive. These include family runs (as 
in Ravenna), children’s runs (as in Kraków or Du-
brovnik), and even runs with dogs (as in Ravenna 
or in RunCzech events). Event organisers also keep 
the charity aspect in mind, donating the money 
raised to the local community. Local sports clubs, 
schools, and even orchestras (as in Ravenna) are 
invited to serve at food stations along the route, 
or simply to cheer them on. The latter applies to all 
residents and often brings impressive results. In Ol-
omouc, the number of competitors and local volun-
teers on the route fluctuates around 10 thousand, 
which is 1/10th of the city population, and if we 
include the fans, it is much greater. The key, there-
fore, is to create an atmosphere of a joint sports 
festival whose ambassadors are the residents 
themselves. Of course, the active participation of 
the local community in the event does not release 
the organiser from its duties with regard to infor-
mation about traffic obstructions, changes in traffic 
organisation and other inconveniences. Not only, 
as Diana Rybachenko stressed, all available chan-
nels (traditional and social media) should be used 
here, but also – in a way returning to the thoughts 
above – active residents should be included in the 
information policy.

and forces them to look for innovative solutions or 
to expose advantages of the place where an event 
is held. It turns out that this is a strong asset which 
has a massive impact on attracting participants. It 
is perfectly illustrated by the example of the Lechit 
Run in Gniezno, one of the oldest running events in 
Poland, where the enormous power of the place’s 
symbolism can be clearly seen. In 2001, the Lechit 
Run was completed by 70 people. Seven years later, 
there were just over 300 crossing the finish line. In 
2018, the turnout at the 41st Lechit Run was 3,500 
athletes! This is a logistically difficult run, because 
the route is not a loop but leads from point A to 
B. Therefore, the start and finish zones have to be 
set up somewhere else, the competitors have to 
be transported (as many as 80% of participants use 
transport provided by the organiser), and the run-
ners sometimes have to deal with headwind, liter-
ally blowing in their eyes, all along the route. Is it 
worth making the task so difficult? The answer from 
both the organiser and the participants is exactly 
the same – it is worth it, precisely because of the 
historical nature of this route, more so because over 
80% of the participants admit that a factor which 
motivated them to take part in the Lechit Run was 
contact with history.

Challenge of organising competitions in 
a historical city

A case study of Dubrovnik running was used as 
an introduction to discuss the challenges. The loca-
tion of the start and finish of this run on Stradun 
(Placa), the main street of the Old Town, closing the 
city walls to tourists in order to conduct the run 
on them, requires good cooperation with the city 
authorities and the conservation officer, but also 
the local community. These issues were also high-
lighted by Benedetta Gagna from Ravenna (online), 
where the marathon route passes all eight UNESCO 
protected sites. In her opinion, the tradition of the 
Ravenna marathon, now 20 years old, is important. 
It started out as a fairly small event, with only 600 
runners as recently as 2011. However, this scale 
allowed the route to be planned in the historical 
centre. Today, when several thousand people take 
part in all five races during the Ravenna running 
weekend, the route has to be slightly modified, 
mainly to ensure the safety of the runners (espe-
cially at the start, where it is the most crowded). 
However, the priority of leading the route through 
the historical heart of the city remains unchanged. 
This is also helped by the special patronage of 
UNESCO over the event, creating a kind of syn-
ergy between running and sightseeing. This effect 
is skilfully enhanced by the city authorities making 
the museums and monuments of Ravenna available 
to runners free of charge.

Diana Rybachenko from RunCzech (by corre-
spondence) characterised the experience of this 
organiser, which annually realises 11 runs in 2 
countries (Czech Republic, Italy), in such various 
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this discussion:

1. Participation in sporting events (especially run-
ning events) is currently experiencing a peak in 
popularity, with foreign athletes often making 
up a considerable proportion of attendees (be-
tween 30 and even 85%).

2. Competitors travel with family and friends 
who are not participating in the race, there-
fore the income from their stay should be mul-
tiplied by 2 or more.

3. A well-planned and organised event is a source 
of prestige and contributes positively to the 
overall brand of a place.

4. It is important to look for unique event dif-
ferentiators, thus aiming to create a premium 
event that increases the brand recognition of 
the place.

5. The premium category in sport events is 
a comprehensive concept, referring to the en-
tire process of participation, from sporting is-
sues to leisure time before and after the event 
(sightseeing offer, free tickets, dedicated 
products).

6. In times of strong competition between 
events, it is worth creating added value, e.g., 
by networking and offering events together, 
under one brand.

7. The long-term success of an event also de-
pends on the acceptance of local residents. 
The best way to achieve this is to actively in-
volve local community in the organisation (vol-
unteering), promotion (whisper marketing) and 
cheering on the competitors

Sustained impact of sporting events on 
city development

Sometimes a city has a ready-made infrastruc-
ture, whether in terms of sport, transport, or tour-
ism, to host a major sporting event. However, it can 
also happen that an event becomes an impulse for 
infrastructural and social development. This is what 
happened in London’s East End in connection with 
the 2012 Olympic Games. Anton Taranenko spoke 
about this during a panel, using the example of the 
organisation of another major event in 2012 – the 
UEFA European Football Championship. While the 
construction of stadiums or car parks is an obvi-
ous and necessary issue in case of such an event, it 
should also be noted that airports are being mod-
ernised, new transport solutions are being built 
(e.g., public transport systems), and hotel facilities 
and catering are being upgraded. The aesthetics of 
the city is also improving, mainly due to the efforts 
of the public sector, whether by setting up new 
parks, places of rest and recreation, or even by re-
vitalising entire quarters of the city. These actions 
most often increase the attractiveness of a given 
place, creating space both for building a better-
quality tourism product and for organising cultural 
or business events using an infrastructure original-
ly built for sports.

Does brand building of the place using 
major sporting events still make sense?

All panellists responded affirmatively to this 
question, although from different perspectives. 
Jolanta Żyśko drew attention to a necessary con-
dition: the use of a strategic approach and inclu-
sion of sporting events in the overall city develop-
ment strategy, rather than making decisions solely 
because of ‘national pride’. Łukasz Panfil drew at-
tention to the possibility of ‘visiting’ the city dur-
ing the race, pointing out that the term ‘marathon 
tourism’ has been known in Poland for almost 20 
years. According to Alen Bosković, the organisation 
of a sports event is an opening to a new segment of 
tourists who otherwise might never have come to 
the city. Benedetta Gagna emphasised the increase 
in the city’s brand awareness, to which the event’s 
brand contributes, and the synergy effect in pro-
motional activities aimed at a foreign client. In turn, 
Diana Rybachenko stated that the runner-tourists 
are indeed premium tourists, not only in financial 
terms, but in social terms: they are well organised, 
respect the rules (during, before and after the race), 
and are responsible and aware. All panellists also 
highlighted the positive economic effect of organ-
ising sporting events, which, if properly planned, 
can even mean more revenue than expenditure 
(vide the example of Dubrovnik).
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SCOPE OF THE PANEL IN qUESTIONS

 What places are the magnets of historical cities?

 Limits to the commercialisation of tangible 
heritage.

 Who is more important? The city or the principal? 
Sell the city cheaply or expensively?

 Specialisation and scientific brand as determi-
nants of cities’ competitive capacity.

 Return from investment. For whom? Is it really 
important and what does it mean?

 Congress for 10,000 people or 10 x 1000? Who 
prefers what?

 

An introduction to the panellists’ discussion was 
a presentation of the vision, objectives, and results 
of the Prague Convention Bureau.

What places attract in historical cities?

Heritage sites are of particular importance in his-
torical cities. This is due to several reasons. Firstly, 
historic places constitute an ‘image-space’ of experi-
ences, as the category of the experiencescape func-
tion in English literature explains, which literally de-

scribes their role. The aesthetic value of these sites 
influences the way in which visitors create their im-
pressions. Willson & McIntosh’s research has shown 
that heritage sites have several specific character-
istics that shape people’s impressions: they trigger 
emotions, evoke engagement, have personal mean-
ing for the participant and stimulate its mindfulness. 
Visitors’ engagement results from the emergence of 
different sensations, linked to sensory experiences 
of a physical nature and stimuli of a mental, intellec-
tual, social, and emotional nature. Thus, individual 
visitor stories are created in heritage sites and ob-
jects that have a history. Secondly, an importance of 
heritage sites for visitors results from the fact that 
an image of these sites is coherent with the image 
of the historical city, which creates their asset. There 
is a so-called halo effect, in which the characteristics 
of individual sites are likely to be judged by the over-
all impression, in this case the city. This strengthens 
the impression of both individual sites and the city 
as a whole.

Heritage sites, like historical cities, are scarce 
and their number cannot be increased while main-
taining authenticity. According to economic princi-
ples, rare goods are valuable, they have a high value. 
This is also a factor that attracts visitors. It should 
be stressed that if certain heritage sites are difficult 
to access, the opportunity to see them, to interact 
with them, is a special attraction for tourists, as it 
makes them somehow privileged, chosen. Howev-
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pAnEL IV
COngRESS AT Any COST?
This panel did not take place with an audience due to the shortening of the conference caused by the 
pandemic, but participants nevertheless held a remote (online) debate.
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ference with the substance of the site, for example 
by installing the necessary technical infrastructure.

A question about the limits of commercialisation 
should also be posed in the context of the promo-
tional use of places in Kraków, such as Wawel, the 
Cloth Hall or the Princes Czartoryski Museum, which 
are becoming unique venues for major congress and 
conference events. Is it not our duty to make his-
torical heritage widely available and share it with the 
world? Here comes the promotional aspect of these 
places and resources. A short stay of participants of 
a given event does not provide many opportunities 
to get to know the cultural resources of the city in 
depth, therefore events located in historical places, 
constituting UNESCO’s cultural heritage in case of 
Kraków, create an opportunity to promote them on 
a global scale. 

Who is more important? The city  
or the visitor? Sell the city cheaply  
or expensively?

The answer to this principled question is that the 
city is more important. Exceptional places attract 
exceptional tourists, who become ambassadors 
among their network of friends, which is also elitist 
in nature. But is it true...?

A city, its identity, shapes authentic experiences. 
The city should be friendly for residents and tourists 
(in that order – despite different global approaches 
and trends). In a present time of pandemics, think-
ing already in a post-pandemic perspective, this is 
particularly evident. The city will have to tell its story 
of overcoming the pandemic and show the world, 
through the behaviour of its citizens, that it is al-
ready safe and open.

Returning to the original question, from the per-
spective before the pandemic and after the return 
to ‘normality’, the answer is that the city should be 
sold expensively (if we are already at the right stage 
of Butler’s tourism area development cycle). Above 
all, there must be consistency between the different 
elements of the marketing mix. A premium product 
requires all elements at the highest level; hence the 
high price factor is also obvious. It is known that 
consumers, visitors, and tourists perceive the price 

level in terms of the ‘right’ price range. A price that 
is too low arouses dissonance in relation to the built 
brand. As Jadwiga Berbeka observed, high price 
levels limit mass tourism, attract premium tourists 
(congress and conference participants and cultural 
tourists), who due to the highest expenditures are 
the most valuable market segment for the city.

Putting residents in opposition to visitors is con-
sciously or not builds antagonism and hostility to-
wards visitors to the city. In contrast, in a city where 
residents look forward to visitors, tourists feel wel-
come and naturally become ambassadors of such 
a place.

Certainly, in cities confronted with over-tourism, 
it is necessary to start a discussion about what con-
stitutes a nuisance for its citizens in order to look 
for solutions how to eliminate or reduce it. One 
solution, then, is to juxtapose the individual tourist 
with the business tourist. The latter is more affluent, 
but we are all aware of the results of impact studies 
which show that the expenses incurred in connec-
tion with its stay are three or even four times higher 
than those of individual tourist. Such a tourist is also 
less invasive for the urban tissue; after all, he or she 
spends most of the time in the facility where the 
event takes place and also uses the tourist offer in 
a limited way, usually in an organised form.

A city that is aware of its resources can build 
a price offer in proportion to the value it offers. 
A key issue, if not the starting point, is determining 
how we position it. When building a competitive of-
fer from not just a local but a regional or even global 
perspective, it is important to consider how it will 
rank against other offers. Historical cities are pre-
mium cities and, like any product in this category, 
should be offered at an appropriately high price, and 
pricing should reflect position, image, prestige and 
standard. There is a term, ‘affordable luxury’, which 
allows a brand to be positioned highly by giving an 
affordable price. So, we can talk about affordable 
luxury. This concept can be used as a basis for build-
ing price competitiveness in relation to more ex-
pensive European or global destinations, concluded 
Paula Fenderowska. 

er, it is worth remembering that such places have 
their technical, logistic, or technological limitations. 
Therefore, it is necessary to invest in the develop-
ment of thoroughly modern places and to com-
bine them with historical locations. Building hybrid 
events seems to be the best strategy – we ensure 
efficient implementation of the event in a modern 
and adapted place, organising part of such an event 
in a historical space. This way we promote the loca-
tion and its heritage resources.

These conclusions do not mean, however, that 
in historical cities modern elements of urban space 
will not attract visitors. They can also be an attrac-
tion and build a competitive advantage of the city. 
The condition is their proper integration into urban 
space, the compatibility of particular object with the 
character of the space, thanks to which a synergy 
effect will be created. Modern buildings, provided 
that they harmonise architectonically with the city, 
are a complementary element which increases the 
diversity of urban space. The conjunction of both 
values is a recipe for success. As Paula Fanderowska 
observed, an emblematic building in an attractive, 
magnetic city is a perfect combination. 

Limits to the commercialisation  
of tangible heritage

Commercialisation of tangible heritage is linked 
to its accessibility, and there is often a contradic-
tion between the function of preservation and the 
function of accessibility. Furthermore, there may be 
a conflict between the use of heritage by local resi-
dents and visitors. The time perspective adopted is 
also important – it is socially expected to maintain 
the principle of management based on the paradigm 
of sustainable and balanced development. An un-
questionable limit of commercialisation is its nega-
tive, destructive impact on heritage elements, al-

though it is difficult to estimate this negative impact. 
It should be noted that commercialisation is possible 
with an appropriate, reported demand – so the limit 
is not to exceed the psychological and social absorp-
tion when making a given object available, which 
may reduce such demand, said Jadwiga Berbeka, 
who started the discussion. The local community is 
the depositary of a heritage. Hence, from a social 
welfare perspective, since heritage is a common 
property, there should be a shared benefit, while the 
conflict arises between locals and visitors. It is dif-
ficult to monetise the value of heritage as well as its 
devaluation. However, there are methods that can 
be applied, such as the contingent valuation method 
(stated preferences), travel cost or hedonic pricing.

Restricting the function of material heritage 
mainly to the tourist function seems to be wrong, 
usually involving a shallowing and trivialisation of 
interpretation, as well as its artificial/unnatural 
aestheticization.

Tourism is therefore both an opportunity and 
a threat to our historical and cultural heritage. Ma-
terial heritage is an advantage but also a barrier, 
a blessing and a curse for a given urban space. As an 
example, we can mention cities such as Cartagena in 
Spain, where there are no willing investors, because 
historical relics found during construction works 
stop or even prevent these works, which makes 
the investment process unpredictable. Returning 
to the organisation of events, it should be under-
lined that the most important thing is the safety of 
participants. Not always every historical site meets 
this criterion. It is also important that the nature of 
the event is suited to the character of the place. We 
should not strain the image of the place where the 
event is held. Equally key is respect for material her-
itage, so the choice of location for an event should 
always be made responsibly. We are aware that the 
preparation of events involves considerable inter-
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from the point of view of investors analysing the 
labour market. Specialisation and scientific brand 
are decision-making criteria for investors. The re-
search has shown that the most profitable for the 
city were conferences and congresses organised 
for the medical-pharmaceutical and IT industries, 
which encourages one to consider these indus-
tries as priorities. The specialisation of Kraków 
as a place where high quality services are offered 
was confirmed by the awards received. 

Return from investment. for whom? Is it 
really important and what does it mean?

Return on investment is an important measure-
ment instrument for event marketing, which is still 
underestimated in Poland. It is automatically as-
sociated with mass events, and less frequently put 
in the context of congress and conference events. 
Meanwhile, when thinking about international 
congress and conference events, it is important to 
highlight the very tangible, concrete benefits that 
they undoubtedly bring to the cities in which they 
are organised. In quantitative terms, the economic 
impact of the meetings industry is measurable, but 
it is more difficult to measure the return on invest-
ment in social, cultural, or scientific terms. We are 
talking here about the ‘incredible impact’ effect 
generated by congresses and conferences. Such 
‘impact’ should not be seen only in terms of the 
economic impact of an event, but more broadly as 
the effect of its organisation, changing the world 
and the destination in which it is held, changing 
the attitude of decision-makers and inspiring local 
communities in almost every area of human ac-
tivity. Such effects may be achieved through the 
transfer of knowledge to developing countries or 
disadvantaged groups, resulting in raising social or 
ecological awareness and stimulating educational 
activities. Another benefit, which is difficult to es-
timate, is the promotional aspect resulting from in-
vestments in international events, and it is thanks 
to them that cities strengthen their brand in the 
world. It is also as a result of such events that cit-
ies attract new investments and develop their 
infrastructure.

In an era of rate-based decision-making, return 
on investment (ROI) is often a decision criterion in 

terms of engaging in a project. In the case of events, 
using the valuation method proposed by Jack Philips 
from ROI Institute in Switzerland, an attempt is 
made to estimate the return on the event.

However, when trying to assess the return on 
the congress ex post, many of the benefits it brings 
to the city ex ante are not taken into account. In 
addition, some of them are of an unquantifiable 
or difficult to quantify nature, such as reputation 
of place, local pride, and creation of social capital. 
Considering this, it can be suggested that in this 
case it would be more appropriate to use the Social 
Return on Investment (SROI). It too is exceedingly 
difficult to quantify. In general, an SROI higher than 
1 is considered to be valuable. It should also be 
noted that it takes into account the process of val-
ue co-creation by participants, which is important 
in the case of the value brought by congresses for 
the city and the local community. Once again, the 
greater role of congresses is emphasised, where 
premium participants will co-create a higher social 
rate of return from the congress than from other 
types of meetings, said Anna Górska. She also 
drew attention to the non-financial significance 
of organising a congress in a given city, concern-
ing its legacy. Today, international associations do 
not just count on the economic impact of events 
but look more broadly, and what remains after an 
event turns out to be much more important than 
the event itself.

For the past three years, BestCities Global Al-
liance together with ICCA (International Congress 
& Convention Association) has been running the 
‘Incredible Impact’ grant programme. Its aim is 
to promote good practices in the organisation of 
congresses of international associations, imple-
mentation of which goes beyond the traditional 
schemes and also focusses on such areas as caring 
for the heritage of humanity and sustainable de-
velopment. Last year’s winners were the European 
Lung Foundation in cooperation with the European 
Respiratory Society, the International AIDS Society 
and the International Society for the Prevention of 
Child Abuse and Neglect. These associations were 
recognised for raising awareness about such criti-
cal issues as child abuse, HIV and healthy lungs, but 
also for developing programmes that involve young 
people in their events, recalls Anna Górska. 

Specialisation and scientific brand as de-
terminants of cities’ competitive capacity

Current definitions of the smart city, which 
a historic city can be, after all, show that we can-
not base a city’s development strategy on a single 
sphere. Examples from around the world clearly 
show that cities should not specialise in just one 
sphere and base their development and their 
economy solely on one pillar. A well-balanced com-
bination of different sectors in a city increases its 
competitiveness. A city which is a brand in itself as 
a strong university and scientific centre, with aca-
demic traditions, but at the same time a city of cul-
ture or finally a modern city based on business and 
modern technologies, strengthens its attractive-
ness. It therefore increases its chances of attracting 
scientific, business, or cultural events.

Each destination identifies its strong scientific 
specialisations, which often coincide with the city’s 
expansion in specific business areas and builds 
a development strategy based on them and in rela-
tion to them. This drives the growth of cities, which 
in turn improves the quality of life of their residents, 
e.g., in the field of bioeconomy, sustainable energy 
or innovative technologies. Cities and regions fol-
lowing the smart philosophy will naturally attract 
those congresses and conferences, the thematic 
scope of which will be coherent with development 
areas defined in their strategic documents, which 
define the perspectives of development. Confer-
ence and congress events will be for them an op-
portunity to network the business community, sci-
ence, and non-governmental organisations, and for 
the academic centres themselves they should be 
a chance to internationalise through involvement 
in cooperation networks.

Congresses are valuable events from the point 
of view of the city, which was emphasised by Anna 

Jędrocha. This is due to the composition of the par-
ticipants (intellectual and scientific elites, the best 
employees of the most creative and financially rich 
companies) and the transfer of knowledge that 
takes place during them (inter- and intra- trans-
fer). Such transfer is particularly valuable for the 
reception area, as local participants usually make 
up a considerable proportion of the meeting. In 
addition, hosting particularly prestigious events 
is a strong stimulus for the meetings industry and 
results in creative, innovative solutions offered 
to participants. From the point of view of a city’s 
economy, foreign participants in events are the 
most valuable group. In Kraków the ratio of inter-
national conferences and congresses to domestic 
ones is the highest, about 1/3rd, while for other 
types of meetings it is 1/4th or even 1/5th. Moreo-
ver, foreign congresses and conferences in Kraków 
last on average 2.2 days, which is longer than aver-
age events, Jadwiga Berbeka noted. As it is said in 
the industry, a scientific congress ‘follows the pro-
fessor’, so a strong academic and scientific centre 
in the city has a chance to be a decisive criterion 
when deciding on location.

Specialisation of the region is of significant 
importance, especially in terms of the so-called 
smart specialisations. If we analyse the industries 
of the ordering parties in Kraków, the most ac-
tive is the trade and services industry. When it 
comes to international congresses and confer-
ences, the humanities and technical industry are 
in next place, which is in accord with the region’s 
and city’s specialisation and the scientific position 
of its academic centres. Jagiellonian University is 
one of the two Polish universities ranked in the 
top 500 universities in the world according to the 
Shanghai list. The richly represented academic 
environment (23 higher education institutions, 
160 thousand students, 57 thousand graduates 
a year) constitutes a significant potential also 
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One congress for 10,000 people or 10 
congresses for 1,000 people?

From the point of view of process optimisation, 
organisation of ten smaller congresses and spread-
ing them out over time allows a higher quality of 
experience for participants and organisationally 
enables better service. The basis for such assess-
ment is the cost-benefit analysis. An exception is 
when the importance of a big congress is so high 
(like the UNESCO congress) that it significantly in-
fluences a city’s image (a situation where a brand 
power of the event outweighs the brand power of 
a city), then this is a determining argument. The 
size of the congress should always be a response 
to the infrastructural possibilities and preparation 
of the city to receive such a number of participants. 
A congress with 10,000 participants, which can be 
successfully organised in a venue, spreads through-
out the city, having a direct and indirect impact on 
its functioning.

An event for 10,000 people may cause paralysis 
of the city, increased danger and decreased safe-
ty, and a one-off inflow of cash in various sectors 
with no long-term impact on the city’s or region’s 
economy. At the same time, we should not forget 
that it generates one-time costs much higher than 
the preparation of infrastructure for 10 events with 
1,000 people each.

The question also arises as to whether partici-
pants of a large congress will decide to come to 
a destination knowing that they will not find ac-
commodation there. Kraków is taking advantage 
of the lack of sufficient accommodation for the 
multi-thousand-strong events organised in Kato-
wice. It has become the norm for VIP guests to stay 
in Kraków’s 5-star hotels – this already happened 
for many international events. This is why it is so 
important for the city to be aware of its possibili-

ties and adjust the size of congresses to its own 
parameters when applying for new events. Kraków 
correlated size of the facility with infrastructure 
possibilities. ICE Kraków with its capacity of up to 
3000 people is a venue proportional to the city’s 
hotel offer, as Paula Fanderowska pointed out. 
Congress size is important from the perspective of 
a city like Kraków, which hosts 14 million visitors 
a year. With several congresses organised at the 
same time, there are several thousand more busi-
ness visitors. Congresses for 2,000 or 3,000 thou-
sand visitors for a city of this size are optimal.

The meetings industry is a continuous process 
within the global communication of human be-
ings. Events not only stimulate the economy, cre-
ate new markets, and are an organising factor in 
the disturbed economic order, but also cultivating 
customs, concluded Lenka Zlebkova. In times of 
a lack of meetings connected with physical con-
tact, the congress takes on a new meaning and has 
the basis to become a commodity ‘at any price’, said 
Krzysztof Celuch.

 

Recommended forms of cooperation 
include:

1. Jointly determining the topics of the next ‘Historical 
Cities 3.0’ conferences.

2. Knowledge transfer in the field of legal, organisation-
al, and financial solutions in terms of tourism manage-
ment practiced by member cities.

3. Development of a methodology for partially joint re-
search of tourism phenomena in an area of interest to 
all parties, mainly for the purpose of comparability of 
results.

4. Sharing content and articles related to the themes of 
the project, which will be published on the platform 
www.historicalcity.eu managed by the city of Kraków.

Principles of cooperation:

 Signing a letter of intent initiates a platform for perma-
nent cooperation in the area of tourism management.

 Adherence to this declaration is open.

 Presidents of the member cities of this declaration 
shall designate persons/organisational units to con-
duct the cooperation.

Cities interested in cooperating are asked to 
contact the ‘Historical Cities 3.0’ project imple-
menter, namely the Kraków City Hall, department 
of Tourism, Wszystkich Świętych (All Saints) 3-4 
Square, 31-004 Kraków, e-mail: hc@um.krakow.pl.

KRAKÓW DECLARATIOn
On COOpERATIOn bETWEEn CITIES  

pARTICIpATIng In THE HISTORICAL CITIES 3.0 pROJECT

Representatives of historical cities declare their willingness to cooperate with a view to exchanging 
experiences, good practices, searching for similar or common legal and financial solutions, and to city 
management in terms of tourism organisation and residents’ life, marketing communication and spatial 
development.
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